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Shortly before the end of the year, the act No 418/2011 Sb., on criminal liability of legal enes and proceedings against them (hereinaer referred to as
the “Act on criminal liability of legal enes”) was published in the Collecon
of Laws. The Czech Republic has introduced this long-discussed breakthrough regulaon, which was vetoed by the President in November 2011, as one
of the last EU member states. Legal enes should pay aenon to this law
since ﬁnes amounng to millions or dissoluon of legal enty are among the
sancons.
The Act on criminal liability of legal enes should not be considered as a
separate criminal law regulaon but rather as a supplementary regulaon to
the present Act No 40/2009 Sb., Criminal Code, as amended (hereinaer
referred to as the “Criminal Code”). Accordingly, the Act on criminal liability
of legal enes makes frequent references to the Criminal Code and, if the
nature of the respecve provision allows so, the Criminal Code shall be
applied as supporng law.
The provisions of the Act No 141/1961 Sb., on criminal procedure, as amended (hereinaer referred to as “Criminal Procedure Code“) shall be used
ancillarily in criminal proceedings. Newly, proceedings against a legal enty
according to the Act on criminal liability of legal enes shall be considered
to be “criminal procedures“ used in other legal regulaons.
Crimes
The Act on criminal liability of legal enes shall apply when judging
- crimes commied by any legal enty in the territory of the Czech Republic,
- crimes commied by any legal enty abroad if the violaon of the legally
protected interest should happen in the territory of the Czech Republic,
- crimes commied abroad by legal enes having their registered oﬃce in
the Czech Republic,
- some selected crimes (crimes against the currency and means of payment
and terrorist aacks) commied by any legal enty in the Czech Republic or
abroad.
The Czech Republic and autonomous territorial units when exercising public
authority are excluded from criminal liability of legal enes.
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Furthermore, an exhausve list of crimes giving rise to prosecuon is contained in the Act on criminal liability of legal enes. There is a reference to the
corresponding provision of the Criminal Code cited for each parcular criminal oﬀence in the list. There are no crimes against life and health, crimes
against military service and military crimes in the list, for which legal enes
may not be prosecuted.
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Imputability of criminal liability
When prosecung a legal enty, it will not be necessary to prove intenon or
negligence. The law introduces a new instute of the “imputability“ of
crimes. The main advantage of the law is that a legal enty may be designated as perpetrator of the commied crime even in cases where there is no
possibility to idenfy a parcular individual who has commied the crime,
but where, at the same me, this legal enty gained a beneﬁt from the commied crime.
A legal enty may be prosecuted for comming crimes that have been commied by one of the persons listed in the Act on criminal liability of legal enes and that are imputable to the legal enty. The commitment of a crime by
- acons of statutory bodies of the legal enty,
- a member of the statutory body,
- a person carrying out managing or control acvity, or
- a person exercising a decisive inﬂuence over the management of the legal
enty
is imputable to the legal enty.
The commitment of a crime by an employee or a person having a similar
status is imputable to the legal enty only if
- this person has acted according to the instrucon of the above-menoned
bodies or persons, or
- the above-menoned bodies or persons have not performed suﬃcient control over the acvity of employees or other subordinates or have not taken
suﬃcient measures to avoid or avert the consequences of the commied
crime.
It does not preclude a legal enty from being held liable if it is not possible to
ascertain which parcular individual has commied the crime in queson. A
legal enty may be prosecuted for comming a crime even if the imputable
acon took place before its incorporaon, if the legal act is invalid or ineﬀecve or if the acng individual shall not be held criminally responsible for
such crime.

Criminal liability of a legal enty shall pass over to all its legal successors. If
there are more legal successors, the court shall consider to which extent the
proﬁt from the commied crime has passed over to each of them, or, if applicable, to which extent each of them connues to carry out the acvity in connecon to which the crime was commied.
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As menoned above, criminal sancons may be detrimental for legal enes. The purpose of introducing them shall be, however, in parcular the
psychological eﬀects. The legislators considered when creang the law that
legal enes would wish to avoid not only threatening sancons but also the
judicial proceeding itself or entry in the register of criminal records which
shall be available to the public. Convicon of legal enes in criminal proceedings could be used in possible proceedings for damages as an important
piece of evidence.
According to the Act on criminal liability of legal enes, the following sancons can be imposed on legal enes for comming criminal oﬀences:
- dissoluon of the legal enty,
- forfeiture of property,
- ﬁne (daily rate 1.000 – 2.000.000 CZK),
- forfeiture of a thing or other assets,
- ban on carrying out the acvity (1 – 20 years),
- ban on performing public contracts, parcipaon in concession proceedings or tenders (1 – 20 years),
- ban on accepng grants and subvenons (1 – 20 years),
- publicaon of judgments.
The court may impose also protecve measures – forfeiture of a thing or
other assets – on legal enes. The court may (with some excepons) combine the parcular types of sancons and protecve measures.
Warning: All of the above menoned is of a general indicave nature only and is not comprehensive. The purpose is only to draw aenon to the most
important points of the amendments and changes. No damage claims for steps made based on the informaon shall be accepted. If you use informaon
included in this document, you will only do it at your own risk and responsibility.
Please do not use informaon in this material as a base for a speciﬁc decision-making. Instead, always use our professional services of qualiﬁed experts.
Hinweis: Die vorstehend aufgeführten Angaben haben lediglich allgemeinen informaven Charakter und stellen keine komplexe erschöpfende Erörterung
der jeweiligen Themen dar. Ihr Zweck ist es lediglich, auf die wichgsten Punkte der Novellierungen und Änderungen hinzuweisen. Jedwede Schadenersatzansprüche für aufgrund dieser Ausführungen unternommene Schrie sind ausgeschlossen. Die Verwendung der in diesem Text enthaltenen Informaonen
erfolgt nur auf eigene Gefahr und Verantwortung.
Verwenden Sie, bie, die Informaonen in diesem Material nie als Grundlage für Ihre Entscheidungen, nehmen Sie die professionellen Dienstleistungen
unserer qualiﬁzierten Spezialisten in Anspruch.

